
From the Editors

As signalled in the previous issue, the contents of this edition of The Victorian Naturalist focus on

a particular area of the natural world. This is the second in a series of three ‘themed’ productions.

Our most recent issue reported on work that looked at vertebrate species; with the exception of

the tribute to the late Jenny Barnett, all papers in this issue concentrate on aspects of the plant

kingdom. It is something of a testament to the enormous variety of subjects, both within that

kingdom and within the world of plant research, that we can publish papers here on vegetation

types as diverse as bryophytes, herbs, grasses and trees.

The Editors are pleased to offer these papers, with the hope that our readers will find them

interesting and informative. If plant forms do not attract your interest, please look out for the next

issue of the journal, due in December, which will be aimed particularly at those members of our

very large readership whose interests are in invertebrates.
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